Project Gem
Derma Roller Concept
In the spirit of innovation, we collaborated with our customer to create a dermaroller concept dubbed Project Gem.
This concept reimagines skincare technology, creating an entirely new skin care experience.
By leveraging insights and technologies from across diﬀerent industries, we help our customers imagine, design and
manufacture products that delight. Our technology building blocks allow you to quickly develop and iterate on
product ideas that get you to market faster.

Flexible Circuitry
Complex form factors
maintained through
development process with
ﬂexible circuits

Connectivity

Mechanicals

Simple to use device pairing
for a seamless user
experience

Interchangable derma
roller heads to cover a
wide range of skin care
needs

Human-Machine Interface
Human-Machine Interface

Soft touch silicone buttons
to control vibration, speed
heat, and cooling of the
various derma roller heads

HD touch display that provides
local environmental readings
for optimal product and
regimen recommendations

Microelectronics
System-in-Package (SiP)
and System-on-Module
(SoM) subsassemblies for
compact form factors

Sensors
Near infrared cameras paired
with hydration sensors monitor
day-to-day skin conditions

Mechatronics
Pod based dispensing for
precise regimen dosing
and compact for travel

Embedded Compute
Coordinate and drive complex
and intelligent interactions in
local system architectures

Power
USB-C charging built into
the case for easy storage
and convenient power

Human Machine Interface
Built-in UV case lighting to
disinfect the various derma
roller tool heads and handle to
promote clean skincare

Mechanicals
Durable case with various
materials to choose from
for peace of mind when
travelling

Human Machine Interface
External lighting for quick
and easy view of the case
charging level

Flex (Reg. No. 199002645H) is the manufacturing partner of choice that helps a diverse customer base design and build products that
improve the world. Through the collective strength of a global workforce across 30 countries and responsible, sustainable operations,
Flex delivers technology innovation, supply chain, and manufacturing solutions to various industries and end markets.
For more information, visit ﬂex.com.
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